
Kurdistan’s Lone 
Water Keeper

Even the fish don’t get to swim where they want to in Iraqi Kurdistan, 
says Nabil Musa, a 40-year-old local of Sulaymaniyah, who is 
becoming known as the northern region’s “Waterkeeper”. Musa 
is the only Iraqi member of the international organization, the 
Waterkeeper’s Alliance, based in New York, with the objective of:

“Drinkable and fishable, swimmable water everywhere”.

Musa and his three friends are trying to use innovative methods to draw local 
attention to the problems in Iraqi Kurdistan. And in terms of the fish, Musa 
explains that various dams in the region have distorted fish migration. “That 
changes the nature of the animals in the water,” explains Musa. Kurdish 
waterways are polluted by heavy metals, plastic bags, sewage, and oil 
refineries. “And if these problems are not addressed than the land here will 
become infertile.” 
Musa says he has been worrying about the local environment since he was a 
child. His home was near a sugar factory by a river in Sulaymaniyah province. 
“I used to go fishing there and swim in the river. I left the country and moved 
to Europe in 1986 but I still dreamed about the river,” 

Musa explains. “But when I got back, the trees 
had all been cut down and the land sold. It looked 
as though the place had been bombed with 
chemical weapons. My childhood dream was 
gone.” Musa wants to educate locals about the 
power and value of their surroundings. He refers 
to Iraqi Kurdistan’s nature as “his doctor”. 
Whenever he gets sick he travels out to the 
countryside.
The Environmental Protection and Improvement 
agency of Iraqi Kurdistan has already warned 
that the semi-autonomous region will be dealing 

with a severe water crisis by 2025 if something doesn’t change and if 
neighboring countries keep damming rivers that flow through Kurdish land.
Most of the factories here don’t abide by any environmental laws, Unlicensed 
oil refineries are also impacting the environment. They don’t even have to 
pass any tests and their locations are chosen randomly.
As a performance artist, Musa often stages attention-getting events, doing 
things like standing on his head in the middle of a dump or making sculptures 
out of garbage bags. His fondest desire is to see Kurdish cities go green. He 
concludes:
 “Human beings need to reconcile with nature.” 
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The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Drives my green age    -Dylan Thomas

FREE

Over eight million people voted in Venezuela's election to decide 
the future of their country,- a turnout of over 41 percent, according 
to electoral authorities-  to choose from 6,120 candidates for the 
545-member Asamblea Nacional Constituyente (ANC).
the Venezuelan voting system is as close to foolproof as it gets. 
Voters access voting machines using their fingerprints, exercise 
their vote electronically, and then a paper ballot is printed. The 
voter checks that it matches the vote he/she just made and places 
this paper ballot in a box. Once the voting is done, a random audit 
of voting centers is made to ensure that the paper ballot tally 
matches the electronic tally to a margin of 0.1%. In particular, a big 
discrepancy between the voting totals, paper and electronic, would 
stand out immediately. 
Ironically, Venezuela is undergoing something similar to what the 
The American Legislative Council (ALEC), the Koch Brothers 
and other oligarchs have long dreamt of- U.S. Convention of the 
States- The 'Constituent Assembly.' In Venezuela, now is 
empowered to dissolve the opposition-controlled congress and 
rewrite the constitution as it likes- it then goes to another vote.
The United States envoy to the United Nations, Nikki Halley, 
condemned the process as a "sham" and a "step toward 
dictatorship", adding that the US won't accept the new 
"illegitimate government".
International observers- politicians, parliamentarians, campesinos, 
Indigenous people, workers and representatives from electoral 
missions and organizations in different parts of the world 
participated, and reiterated that Venezuela's self-determination and 
sovereignty, as expressed through ANC elections participants, 
must be recognized and respected. 
Public servants, including governors, mayors, and lawmakers, 
could not run as candidates unless they resigned from their 
positions. Candidates did not represent their political parties but 
competed individually to become a delegate for the ANC. 

          ’Venezuela Vote’ continues on Page 16

 U.S. Demonizes Democracy

Israel shut down Al-Aqsa compound – the Noble Sanctuary – in Jerusalem on July 14, 
following a shootout between three armed Palestinians and Israeli occupation officers. 
The compound was reopened a few days later, but Palestinian worshipers refused to 
enter, as massive security installation, gates, cameras and metal detectors were 
installed.
The spontaneous mass movement in Jerusalem, which eventually defeated Israeli plans 
to change the status of Al-Aqsa was purely a people’s movement, made of thousands of 
women, men and children. They included Zeina Amro, who cooked daily for those who 
held steadfast outside the compound, was shot by a rubber bullet in the head, yet 
returned to urge the men to stand their ground the following day. It also includes the child 
Yousef Sakafi, whose chores included splashing water over people as they sat endless 
hours under the unforgiving sun, refusing to move It also includes many Palestinian 
Christians who came to pray with their Muslim brethren. Conveying the scene from 
Jerusalem, television news footage and newspaper photos showed massive crowds of 
people, standing, sitting, praying or running in disarray among bullets, sound bombs and 
gas canisters.
 Despite the hefty livepage.apple.com price of several dead and hundreds wounded, the 
challenge was to both the Israeli government and the quisling Palestinian leadership. 
Palestinians understand that the fate of their mosque and the future of their city are tightly 
linked. For them, if Al-Aqsa is lost, then Jerusalem is truly conquered.
The Israeli army occupied Palestinian East Jerusalem in 1967, annexing it in 1981 in 
defiance of international law and despite strong UN objection. For 50 years, Jerusalem 
has endured daily battles, usually escalating on Friday. It is on this holy day for Muslims 
that tens of thousands of faithful flock to Al-Aqsa to pray, oftentimes to be met by new 
military gates and army regulations. Young Palestinians, in particular, have been blocked 
from	reaching Al-Aqsa, also in the name of security.
In the last two years, the fight escalated further as Israel began expanding its illegal 
settlements in East Jerusalem and rightwing parties issued a series of laws targeting 
Palestinians in the city.One such law is the call for prayer law, aimed at preventing 
mosques from making the call for prayers at dawn, as has been the practice for a 
millennium. This most recent Al-Quds Intifada – Jerusalem uprising – started in October 
2015, and some 285 Palestinians have died.    ‘Palestinian’ Continues on page 15

PALESTINIANS VICTORIOUS

FASTING FOR LOVE IN A 
SUMMER OF THE SAME
Under the tutelage of my astrologer and mentor, Kathy Epling, I 
learned to pay special attention to the tone of my activities once we 
were “in Mercury Retrograde.”  (Music swells)  And where is 
Mercury as our Summer of Love hits its stride here on the 
North-coast?  Retrograde from the 12th of August till the 5th of 
September!  That’s just about all the summer left in our Summer of 
Love!
Could be scary, warns Findyourfate.com.  Impediments, arguments, 
out of control communications, and - if not untold suffering - at least 
unwanted troubles.  Sounds like a Universe where all the Trolls 
already live!  Be advised: stay calm -- Don’t Panic!  In particular 
avoid too many Exclamation Points! 
Hard advice when the vigilantes are stirring up trouble again in the 
woods that lay between the Freeway and the River.   Three of them, 
arriving openly in three easily recognized vehicles, threatened to 
return to the series of camps they visited -  with guns – if campers 
didn’t leave.
It is a classic private property delusion which goes: I don’t own it, 
you don’t own it, but I have money and property and you, the 
camper, obviously don’t.  You have to leave.  It is a pretty casual 
process for a society obsessed with “who really owns what”.  Why? 
Because the conflict isn’t about property its about outcastes.

 ‘Fasting for Love’ Continued on page 15


